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T 
wo school playgrounds at St.  
Anne’s Episcopal School were in dire 
need of an update.  Their  
playground equipment had been  
in place for 20 years, looked  

weathered, and was also non-compliant with 
ASTM safety standards. School officials sought to 
bring new energy and vibrancy to the play areas.



 St. Anne’s Episcopal School  
administrators, faculty and parents all believed 
that it was important for their new school  
playground equipment to create a fun and  
engaging area where children could actively play 
and re-energize their minds for the classroom. 
The play areas also needed to inspire and  
engage their imaginations.
 GameTime, a leading manufacturer of 
commercial playground equipment and the  
representative for PLAYTIME’s Tuff Forms  
product line, worked with St. Anne’s to create 
two one-of-a-kind play experiences for the  
students.
 As with all schools, St. Anne’s school  
playground budget was tight and they needed 
their community’s involvement to make their 
vision a reality. Therefore, school officials asked 
GameTime to create impactful presentation 
materials that could communicate the school’s 
objectives to possible donors. During a series of 
events, the excitement generated for this project 
resulted in donations in excess of the school’s  
expectations and officials decided to move  
forward with both new school playgrounds 
simultaneously. 
 

 For the first school playground features, 
a PLAYTIME Tuff Forms themed giant whale 
climber transformed an active Gametime IONiX 
structure into an ocean-themed environment.
 For the second school playground, a 
Gametime PowerScape structure was designed 
to incorporate a nature theme with a variety of 
play activities, textures and visual stimuli. 
 A large PLAYTIME designed monarch  
butterfly greets children as they enter the space 
and encourages them to engage with the  
equipment in a non-traditional way. Instead of 
climbing a common set of steps, the children  
traverse the monarch, transition to mushroom 
steps and use their balancing skills to access a 
climbing wall. Each child uses a variety of  
physical and cognitive skills before they even 
reach the traditional platforms and transfer  
stations.
 Both playgrounds were ready for the new 
2016/17 school year.

Happier families and 
a nicer place  to play.  
That’s our promise.
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